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Extended Abstract
Living cells assembled into colonies or tissues communicate using complex systems. These systems consist in the interaction between many molecular species
distributed over many compartments. Among the diﬀerent cellular processes
used by cells to monitor their environment and respond accordingly, gene regulatory networks, rather than individual genes, are responsible for the information
processing and orchestration of the appropriate response [16].
In this respect, synthetic biology has emerged recently as a novel discipline
aiming at unravelling the design principles in gene regulatory systems by synthetically engineering transcriptional networks which perform a speciﬁc and preﬁxed task [2]. Formal modelling and analysis are key methodologies used in the
ﬁeld to engineer, assess and compare diﬀerent genetic designs or devices.
In order to model cellular systems in colonies or tissues one requires a formalism able to represent the following relevant features:
– Single cells should be described as the elementary units in the system. Nevertheless, they cannot be represented as homogeneous points as they exhibit
complex structures containing diﬀerent compartments where speciﬁc molecular species interact according to particular reactions.
– The molecular interactions taking place in cellular systems are inherently
discrete and stochastic processes. This is a key feature of cellular systems
that needs to be taken into account when describing their dynamics [9].
– It has been postulated that gene regulatory networks are organised in a
modular manner in such a way that cellular processes arise from the orchestrated interactions between diﬀerent genetic transcriptional units that can
be considered separable modules [1].
– Spatial and geometric information must be represented in the system in
order to describe processes involving pattern formation.
In this work we review recent advances in the use of the computational
paradigm membrane computing or P systems as a formal methodology in synthetic biology for the speciﬁcation and analysis on cellular system models according to the previously presented points.
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Stochastic P systems and modularity
P systems were introduced by G. Păun in 2000 as a computational abstraction
of the structure and functioning of the living cell [11]. The main constituents of
a generic P system are the following:
– A set of membranes representing compartments arranged in a hierarchical
manner (membranes can contain other membranes) all of them embedded
within a single membrane called skin that deﬁnes the system.
– Multisets of objects specifying molecular species distributed over the regions
or compartments deﬁned by membranes.
– Rewriting rules on multisets of objects associated speciﬁcally with each compartment and describing molecular interactions which determine the computation or evolution of the system.
For a detailed description we refer to [12]. Originally, the rewriting rules were
applied according to a maximally parallel and nondeterministic strategy. More
speciﬁcally, all the objects in every membrane that can evolve according to a
rewriting rule must do so in a single step. If an object can evolve according to
more than one rewriting rule the rule that is actually applied is chosen nondeterministically [11,12]. A considerable part of the research in this ﬁeld has
focused on the study of the computational universality and eﬃciency of the different proposed variants. Nevertheless, there is an emerging application of P
systems as a framework for the speciﬁcation and analysis of cellular systems
[4,6,7,10,13,14,15,17,18,19,21,22].
In the following we will discuss stochastic P systems, a variant of the generic
P system that satisﬁes the requirements presented previously to model cellular
systems.
The original maximally parallel and nondeterministic semantics for the evolution of P systems was proved not suitable for reproducing the dynamics of cellular
systems since it does not capture the diﬀerent rates at which molecular interactions take place. In order to solve this problem stochastic semantics based on
Gillespie’s theory of stochastic kinetics [8] were introduced in the generic model
to deﬁne stochastic P system [14]. This variant of P systems diﬀers from the
generic model in that a stochastic kinetic constant is associated speciﬁcally with
each rewriting rule on multisets of objects. In particular, boundary rules [5] of
the following form are used:
c

r : u [ v ]i −→ u [ v  ]i
where u, v, u , v  are multisets of objects that are replaced simultaneously outside
and inside the corresponding compartment i represented with square brackets.
The kinetic stochastic constant c associated with each rule is used to compute its
propensity by multiplying it with the number of distinct possible combinations
of objects in the left hand side of the rule. The sum of the propensities of all the
rules is taken as the parameter of an exponential distribution which determines
the time elapsed between rule applications. The rule that is applied is chosen
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according to a multinomial distribution with parameters the normalised values
of the rule propensities [8,14].
Stochastic P systems has been compared with other computational paradigms,
like Petri nets and process algebra, that have also been adapted for their application to the modelling of cellular systems. Their similarities/diﬀerences and
advantages/disadvantages were discussed [4,20].
As mention previously modularity is an interesting feature to study in cellular systems. Modularity can be explicitly represented in stochastic P systems by
allowing the speciﬁcation of the sets of rewriting rules associated with compartments as a combination of instantiated P system modules [21,22]. A P system
module is a set of rewriting rules over multisets of variables representing objects,
V arO , whose stochastic kinetic constants are also variables V arC . A module is
identiﬁed with a name, M od and is speciﬁed as M od(V arO , V arC ). Then the instantiation of such module M od with speciﬁc objects O0 , constants C0 is speciﬁed
as M od(O0 , C0 ) and its rules are obtained from the rules in M od(V arO , V arC )
by replacing all the occurrences of the variables V arO and V arC with the speciﬁc
objects O0 and stochastic kinetic constants C0 .
Note that the set of rewriting rules associated with a module M od can be
obtained by applying set union to simpler modules M od1 , . . . , M odn . In this
way a nested hierarchical modular structure can be obtained.
Lattice Population P systems
Finally, a spatially distributed colony or tissue of cells can be represented using
lattice population P systems introduced in [22]. Spatial and geometric information is introduced in P systems by using a ﬁnite regular geometrical lattice. The
diﬀerent types of cells in a colony or tissue are represented by individual stochastic P systems Π1 , . . . , Πn . Copies of these P systems are then distributed over
the points of the geometrical lattice to represent the spatial distribution of cells
in the colony or tissue. In this way each position p in the lattice has a speciﬁc P
system associated with it that will be denoted Π(p). The P systems distributed
over the lattice can exchange objects using translocation rules of the following
form which describe molecular processes like passive diﬀusion or active transport
of molecular species.
v

c

v

r : [ u ]l  [ ] −→ [ ]l  [ u ]
where u is a multiset of objects representing the molecular species that are to be
diﬀused or transported, v is a vector and c is the corresponding kinetic stochastic
constant. When rule r is applied in the P system located in position p, Π(p),
the objects u are translocated from Π(p) to the P system located in position
p + v, Π(p + v).
In order to illustrate our approach we use the following example. Our genetic
design consists of three colonies of bacteria arranged in a speciﬁc spatial distribution. These colonies of bacteria posses special genetic circuits that produce
the temporal expression of a particular gene in a speciﬁc colony.
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Table 1. The library of modules used in our example consisting in constitutive
(U nReg), positive (P osReg) and negative (N egReg) gene regulation as well as protein
degradation (Deg) and diﬀusion (Dif f )
Module

Rules

U nReg({G, P }, {c1 })

1
r1 : [ G ]b −→
[ G + P ]b

P osReg({A, G, P }, {c1 , c2 , c3 })

1
r1 : [ A + G ]b −→
[ A.G ]b
c2
r2 : [ A.G ]b −→ [ A + G ]b
c3
r3 : [ A.G ]b −→
[ A.G + P ]b

N egReg({R, G}, {c1 , c2 })

1
[ R.G ]b
r1 : [ R + G ]b −→
c2
r2 : [ R.G ]b −→ [ R + G ]b

Deg({P }, {c1 })

1
r1 : [ P ]b −→
[ ]b

c

c

c

c

(1,0)

r1 : [ P ]b 
Dif f ({P }, {c1 })

r2 : [ P ]b

(−1,0)



(0,1)

r3 : [ P ]b 
r4 : [ P ]b

c

1
[ ] −→
[ ]b

c1

(−1,0)



[P ]

(0,1)

[ ] −→ [ ]b  [ P ]

(0,−1)



(1,0)

c

1
[ ] −→
[ ]b  [ P ]

c

1
[ ] −→
[ ]b

(0,−1)



[P ]

The three diﬀerent types of bacteria forming the three colonies are speciﬁed
by the P systems Π1 , Π2 and Π3 , see Table 2. These P systems consist of a
single membrane or compartment representing a bacterium. The corresponding
set of rules associated with each P system is obtained as a combination of the P
systems modules in Table 1. These modules represent the constitutive (U nReg),
positive (P osReg) and negative (N egReg) regulation of genes as well as protein
degradation (Deg) and diﬀusion (Dif f ). An additional P system Π0 is used to
represent a subvolume of the media between the diﬀerent colonies.
The P systems from Table 2 are distributed over a rectangular lattice as shown
in Figure 1. The leftmost colony consists of bacteria of type 1 represented by
Π1 . These bacteria express constitutively gene1 whose protein product diﬀuses
freely across the whole system. In the rightmost colony, described by Π3 , gene2
is regulated positively by prot1 producing the freely diﬀusible prot2. Finally, the
colony in the centre of the lattice, speciﬁed by Π2 , possesses a genetic circuit
according to which prot1 regulates positively gene3 whereas prot2 represses it.
Figure 2 shows the evolution over time of the molecules of prot1, prot2 and
prot3 in the bacterium at position (4, 2) in the lattice presented in Figure 1. It
can be observed that at around 50 minutes prot1 is present in the compartment
producing the activation of gene3 and the accumulation of prot3. When prot1
reaches the rightmost colony, prot2 starts to be produced and it diﬀuses across
the system. After a delay of around 300 minutes prot2 reaches our bacterium at
position (4, 2) and represses the expression of prot3. Therefore our engineered
design consisting in speciﬁc gene regulatory circuits and in a particular spatial
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Table 2. The four diﬀerent P systems, Π0 , Π1 , Π2 and Π3 representing a subvolume
from the media, a bacterium from colony one, two and three respectively
P System

Modules

Dif f ({prot1}, {0.01})
Dif f ({prot2}, {0.01})

Π0

U nReg({gene1, prot1}, {10})
Deg({prot1}, {0.0015})
Deg({prot2}, {0.0015})
Dif f ({prot1}, {0.01})
Dif f ({prot2}, {0.01})

Π1

P osReg({prot1, gene3}, {1, 5, 5})
N egReg({prot2, gene3}, {1, 0.001})
Deg({prot1}, {0.0015})
Deg({prot2}, {0.0015})
Deg({prot3}, {0.03})
Dif f ({prot1}, {0.01})
Dif f ({prot2}, {0.01})

Π2

P osReg({prot1, gene2}, {1, 0.01, 10})
Deg({prot1}, {0.0015})
Deg({prot2}, {0.0015})
Dif f ({prot1}, {0.01})
Dif f ({prot2}, {0.01})

Π3

a

a

The units of the constants associated with the modules are min−1
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the three diﬀerent bacterial colonies over a rectangular
lattice
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Fig. 2. Number of molecules of prot1, prot2 and prot3 in the bacterium at position
(4,2) in single simulation (left) and the average over 100 simulations

distribution produces a transient expression of around 250 minutes of prot3 in
the colony at the center of our system.
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